r =8(100^0(1^, ^-^jfotM", n)), we obtain by passing to the quotient a group homomorphism 9 : ^fo(M", H)^Hi(M", [R)/r. The subgroup F is discrete because it is contained in STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP OF HOMEOMORPHISMS
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The metric d is complete and defines the uniform topology on jf(X).
We recall for future reference that an isotopy between ho and h i, where ho and h i e ^f (X), is simply a continuous path in ^f(X) between ^o and h^. It is also given by a continuous map H : Xx[0, 1]->X such that, for each te [0, I] , the map X -> X, JCI-^H(X, t) is a homeomorphism, which is equal to fc o for t = 0 and to h i for r = 1. An isotopy of X is simply an isotopy between the identity ofX and some other homeomorphism, i. e. a continuous path in Jf(X) starting at the identity of X.
There is a natural map: ^(X)x^(X) -> J^(X), (h, [i) ^->h^[i, where h^ ^ is defined bŷ (B)^^-^)) for each Borel set B in X. PROPOSITION 1.5. -The map ^(X) x^(X)^^(X), (h, \x) ^h^ [i, is continuous. Proof. -It suffices to show that if C is a closed set in X and a a real number, then the set {(^U)ejf(X)x^(X)|^(C)<a}isopen.
Fix ho and ^o in this set, we have Ho ?0 1 (C)) < a. We can find a compact set K such that: Ao 1 (C)<=Int (K) , and MK)<a. The set {^^(X^-^QcrIntOC)} x {He^(X)|^ (K) <a} is a neighborhood of(/io,Ho) which is contained in
{(A,H)ejf(X)x^(X)|/i^(C)<a}. D
Given a measure p, on X, we define ^f (X, [i) as the set of homeomorphisms of X which preserve H: Jf(X,H)={/ie^(X)|/i^=H}. COROLLARY 1.6.-If\ji is a measure on X, the set e^f(X, p,) is a closed subgroup ofJ^(X).
APPENDIX A.I ON THE TOPOLOGICAL TYPE OF My (X) THEOREM A.I.-Lei Xbea compact metric space without isolated points. Then, M (X) {with the weak tolopoly) is homeomorphic to the Hilbert space I
2 . Moreover, the pair (e^(X), e^(X)) i5 homeomorphic to ([0, if, ] 
0, 1^).
Proof. -By the Anderson-Kadec Theorem ( [BP] , p. 189, Th. 5 .2), the Hilbert space I 2 is homeomorphic to ]0, Ij^, hence we have to prove only the last part of the Theorem.
We will use the apparatus of infinite dimensional topology. We will give reference to [BP] and [To] for the quoted results.
First, jy(X) is a separable compact convex set of infinite dimension, hence by Keller's Theorem ( [BP] , p. 100, Th. 3.1) , it is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube Q = [0, If. To finish the proof, all we have to do is to prove that ^(X)-J^(X) is a Z-skeletoid (see [BP] , chap. IV and V). Since ^(X) is convex and dense, it is easy to see that for each open 50 A. FATHI convex set U the inclusion Un^(X)<=Un^(X) is a homotopy equivalence, hence by [To] , Th. 2.3 , M (X) -^ (X) is locally homotopically negligible in M (X). Remark that JT(X)-^(X) is a F^ since ^(X) is a G §. So, we have proved that ^(X)-^(X) is a Z^-set. To finish the proof, we must show that it contains a Z-skeletoid ( [BP] , p. 156, Th. 3.2) . Now, ifxoeX, the set {? §^+(l-0u| re]0, 1] and uejT(X)} is an ¥^ set which is contained in ^(X)-^(X), so it is a Z^-set; it follows then from [BP] , p. 157, Prop. 4.2 , that this set is a Z-skeletoid. This finishes the proof. D
Remarks. -(1) By'using Dirac measures on X, we can imbed naturally X in J^(X) as a Z-set. By using the action of ^(X) on J^(X), we obtain a group imbeddinĝ f (X) c: j^ {M (X)) which gives us canonical extensions of the homeomorphisms of X to homeomorphisms of e^(X)^Q. Since two Z-imbeddings of X in Q are ambient homeomorphic, we obtain the following:
If X is a Z-set in Q, we can construct a group homomorphism ^f (X) -> Jf (Q), h -> h, such that ~h | X = h, for each h e ^ (X).
(2) We will see in paragraph 3 that, if M" is a compact connected closed manifold and^( M"), then ^(M n )/^?{M n , ^^(M"), hence ^(M n )/^{M n , u) is homeomorphic to I 2 . Applying this fact to !=[-!, I], we obtain the well-known result J^W^l 2 x {Id, r] where r : I->I is given by r(x)= -x.
Some generalities on manifolds and measures on manifolds
We introduce the following notations: By a manifold M", we mean a Hausdorfftopological space which is locally homeomorphic to H"+ , and which has a countable basis of open sets. Locally homeomorphic to H"+ means, of course, each point of M" has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to some open set of H"+. By the definition we have given, our manifolds may have a non empty boundary. If M" is a manifold, we will note by 3M" its boundary and by M" its "interior" NT-SM".
To avoid confusion, if A is a subset of a topological space X, we will note its interior as a subset of X by Int (A), and its "boundary" as a subset of X will be called frontier and noted byFr(A).
If M" is a manifold, we will denote by J^8 (M") the subgroup of ^(M") defined by:
The following Lemma is trivial and its proof is left to the reader.
LEMMA 2.0.-Let [ibya a-finite measure defined on some space X. Let { Aj ^ e A } be a family of disjoint measurable sets. There is only a countable number ofA^ such that \i (A^) ^ 0. 4° SERIE -TOME 13 -1980 -?1 
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Note the following trivial consequences of Lemma 2.0.
(1) If M" is a manifold and [i is a (Radon) measure on M" such that ^(5M")=0, then we can find (arbitrary small) coverings ofM^y sets {B/ }^ such that each Bj is homeomorphic to I" and [i(8Bi) =0.
(2) If p, is a (Borel) measure on the cube I" such that p. (81") = 0, then we can find (arbitrary small) subdivisions of I" by hyperplanes into subcubes Ci, ..., c^ such that ^(3cf)==0 for each i.
We will need the following Proposition of Oxtoby and Ulam [OUJ.
PROPOSITION 2.1.-Let M" be a compact manifold and p, a (Borel) measure on M" with [i(8M n 
)=0. If A is a closed set ofM" with int(A)=0, then there exists a homeomorphism h of M" such that [i(h(A))=0 and h\8M
n ==ld. More precisely, the set {he^8 (M n 
)\^(h(A))=0} is a dense Gg in Jf^M").
To prove 2.1, we must first give a Lemma. 
-h is 6-close to the identity; -H(/I(S))<£.
Proof. -Let Ci, ..., c^ be a subdivision of I" by cubes such that diam(Cf)<8 and k H(5cf)=0 for each i. We can find an open neighborhood U of ^ oci, such that 1=1 H(U)<e. Since S has empty interior, we can find, for each f, a small subcube c[ c:Ci with faces parallel to the faces of Ci and such that S n c[ =0.
For each f, we can define a homeomorphism hi of c, such that:
Piecing together the hi gives the desired homeomorphism h. D Proof of 2.1. -Let B i, .... Bj^ be a covering of M" by sets homeomorphic to I" and such
Iffe{l,...,fe}and7e^l*=^-{0}, define a subset ^(ij) of^f^M") by:
We clearly have:
{^^(Nni^MA))^} = n^(ij). 
(ii) v|/(H"+) is dense in M"; in particular IVP-v^H^) 15 a closed subset ofU" with empty interior.
The proof of 2.3 and 2.3' can be found in [B] . The proof of 2.3 is also [CV] Proof. -Since (p (81") [resp. M" -\|/ (H"+)] is a closed subset of M" with empty interior, we can, by 2.1, find a homeomorphism h of M" such that H[/i((p(BI "))]=() (resp.
[i [h (M" -\|/ (B-0"+))] = 0). We can now replace (p by h (p (resp. \|/ by h v|/) to obtain the desired result. Remark that, in the case of 2.3', we have not assumed M" compact, we can apply 2.1 in this case also by the remark following the proof of 2.1. D
The Alexander isotopy works also in the case of Lebesgue measure as we will see it now.
PROPOSITION 2.4. -Let m be the Lebesgue measure on I". Then
Proof. -We can replace, of course, P = [0, 1]" by J" = [ -1 /2, 1 /2]". Introduce on R" the norm | | defined by | (;q, ..., xj | =max( [ x^ |, ..., | x^ [). In this norm, J" is the ball of radius 1/2 and center 0.
If hej^8 (P, m), define (^)^ ^ in the following way:
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We have ho==id, h^=h and each h^ is a homeomorphism of J". Moreover, h^ depends continuously on (h, t). It remains to check that each h^ preserves Lebesgue measure, but this is clear since a homothety in R" transforms Lebesgue measure into a scalar multiple of itself. D
The von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem and some of its consequences
If M" is a compact manifold, we define the subset ^^(M") of ^g(M n ) by:
(M^He^Nnl^aM^O}.
Recall that we have a natural map:
This map defines an action of the group Jf (M") on M (M"). The von Neumann-OxtobyUlam Theorem says that J^M") is an orbit of this action. The proof of this Theorem can be found in [OLy, section II. In the following, we fix a compact manifold M" and a measure |io e^^(M"). We have the map:^( M^^M"), /II-^HO-Theorem 3.1 shows that this map is surjective and, in particular, that the induced map Jf^M^/^f^M", Ho)^^(M") is a bijection. In fact, this map is a homeomorphism, we will not prove this fact here, but note only that it can be deduced from Theorem 3.1.
The answer to this question may be negative. The proof of Theorem 3.1, given by Oxtoby and Ulam, can be used to give a partial positive answer to 3.2. We proceed to explain this now.
Define J^(M", ^o) as the subset of ^(M") consisting of the measures which have the same sets of 0 measure as j( M", ^(^{^^(M^IVACM" Borel set ^(A)=0<^o(A)=0}. Proof o/3.4. -The proof is divided in 4 steps. First of all, define J^6 (I", bireg) as the set of biregular homeomorphisms of I" (fixing the boundary). A homeomorphism h of I" is biregular if h and h~1 are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. We have:
JT 5 (I", bireg) = {h e ^8 (I") | ^ m e M\ (I", m)}.
Step 1. -Suppose I" is divided into two (closed) cubes Ci, c^ by a hyperplane parallel to a coordinate hyperplane. There exists a continuous map P -> Jf^(P, bireg), p -> hp, such that:
-for each p in P, Hp(/ip(ci))=Vp(ci) and \Jip(hp(cz))=Vp{cz)\ -the family of homeomorphisms (hp)p^p is equicontinuous. Proof of step 2. -Induction using step 1.
Step 3. -For each s > 0, there exists a subdivision i; of I" in (closed) cubes by hyperplanes parallel to coordinate hyperplanes, and two continuous maps P -> ^8 (I", bireg), p^hp and P^Qp, such that:
-(^pep and (9p)pep are equicontinuous; -V c e ^, V p e P, diam (c) < e, diam (hp (c)) < e and diam (g? (c)) < e.
Proof of step 3. -Let { Ci, ..., c^} be a subdivision of I" in cubes of diameter < e. By step 2, we can find a continuous map: P -> J^8 (I", bireg), p^->hp, such that:
-VpeP, Vc,e{c,, ..., c,}. [ip(hp(c,) )=Vp (c-(hp) These inequalities imply that H,° = lim Wp and G^ = lim G;, exist (for each peP) and belong to ^(P). Moreover, the two maps: P -> ^ (I"), p^Hp° and p^G^, are continuous, since they are uniform limits of continuous maps.
Using condition (a) and (c), we obtain:
Hence using (d), we have:
Using the last fact and the fact that lim diam^'=0, we obtain:
Define then fp by /p=G^(H^)~1. This gives us a continuous map :P-^jT
This ends the proof of 3.4. D D
Proof of Theorem 3.3. -By 2.3 and its complement, there is a surjective map (p: I" -> M" such that (p|l" is a homeomorphism onto its image, ^(l^ncp^I'^^ and o(<p(3I"))=0. We can define a measure jio on I" in the following way: If A is a Borel set in I", then jio(A)=Ho((p(A)). We have clearly jio ^ ^g (!")»hence by theorem 3.1, there exists a homeomorphism g of I" such that g^m=\\.Q.
If we put v|/=(pfif, we obtain a surjective map I" -> M", such that: -v|/1 P is a homeomorphism onto its image;
-MvKai"))=o;
We define a map \|7: J^(M", ^0) -^ ^(I", w) by: If ne^^M", no) and A is a Borel set in I", then \J/(^)(A)=p(\KA)).
The reader will check, using the properties of\|/, that \|/ is well defined and continuous (in fact, it is a homeomorphism but we do not need that here). Moreover, we have v| / (^o) = w.
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We can also define a continuous map \|/:
id on vl/^I").
By 3.4, we can find a continuous section 9:
It is easy to check that the composite map: Ho) . 0 Define jf (M, Ho-bireg) as the set ofhomeomorphisms h e Jf (M") such that ^ and h~1 are absolutely continuous with respect to [IQ. We have:
Define also Jf^M", Ho-bireg) by:
As an immediat consequence of Theorem 3.3, we have: 
This proves (iii). -Remark that under this homeomorphism, Jf^(M, Ho) goes to the subset Jf^M, Ho) ><{^o}-Since^^M", Ho) is con vex, { HO } is a retract by deformation of e^(M", Ho)-If we put the preceeding facts together, we obtain a proof of (iv).
We can prove (i) and (ii) in the same way since any section of KQ :
is also a section of KQ :
We give now another application of the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem. Proof. -We define two measures Vi and v^ on the compact connected manifold V^M^-N".
If A is a Borel subset of V", then:
Clearly, ^(l/v^V^v.e.^V"), hence, by 3.1, there exists /e^(V») such that /*Hi=H2-We have:
We conclude from this, that f^ Vi = Va. Since /15V" = identity, we can extend / by the identity on N" to a homeomorphism / of M". It suffices to define h by h=h of. D The proof of 3.6 is typical of most of the proofs given in this work. Before stating the next Proposition, we recall the generalized Schoenflies Theorem. / " \ Let C^ be a parallelotope in R" i.e. C"= Y [ [a,, fcj, a^b, or an Euclidian ball of \ f=i / (arbitrary) finite radius (more generally C" can be any locally flat ball in IR" such that the Lebesgue measure of 8C" is 0). We have 3C" ^ S"~1. Ifj is an embedding, j: QC" c; R", then, by the generalized Jordan Theorem, R n -j(9C") has two connected components one bounded and the other unbounded. We will note the bounded component by B(j). In general, B (j) is not a ball ( [Ru] , p. 47 and 69 or [CV] , p. 417 and 461), but if/ can be extended to an imbedding J:U c; IR", where U is a neighborhood of 8C" in R", then B(j) is homeomorphic to C" and we can extend j to a homeomorphism j of C" onto B (j) . This is the generalized Schoenflies Theorem; for a proof, see [Ru] , p. 48 or [CV] , p. 461. We now give the "measure preserving" version of this Theorem. Recall that m is the Lebesgue measure on R". Proof. -We can extend j to a homeomorphism J: C" ^ B (j). We have two measures on C". Vi = (m | C") and v^ = (J~1)^ (m | B (j)). It is easily verified that we can apply to Vi and Vz the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem. We obtain he^^C") such that YI = V2. If we define j by j=j°h, we obtain the desired homeomorphism. D PROPOSITION 3.8. -J/pe^(r),r/i6?n^(P, ^)iscontractible. I n particular, if M" is a compact manifold, B is a subset of M" homeomorphic to 1" and neJ^(M"), then eacĥ -preserving homeomorphism of M", whose support is contained in 6, is isotopic to the identity via a ^-preserving isotopy, whose support is contained in 6.
An isotopy {h^)^^ ^ is ^-preserving, if each h^ is ^-preserving. The support of h is supp (h) = { x e X | x + h (x)}, and the support of (h^)^^ ^ is
Proof o/3.8. -The first part is an immediate consequence of 3.1 and 2.4. The second part is a trivial consequence of the first. D
Local contractibility of j"f(M", ^i) and related results
We will have to use the Cernavskii-Edwards-Kirby results ( [EK] or [R] ). In fact, Cernavskii and Edwards-Kirby worked with topological imbeddings, but we will need their results for biregular topological imbeddings, i.e. topological imbeddings preserving sets of measure 0. This is not a restriction because the Edwards-Kirby method works in this case also; the author learned this fact from M. Rogalski.
Before giving the statements of the Theorems that we will need, we give some definitions and some notations.
In the following, we fix M" a compact manifold and ^e^^M"). If A is a subset of M", by an imbedding feofAinM",we mean an injective (continuous) map k'.Ac^M", such that k is a homeomorphism of A onto fe(A) and k~l(8M n ) is A n 3M". Remark that according to the general terminology a map k: A -> M" is called an imbedding iffeisa homeomorphism of A onto fe(A), and an imbedding is said to be clean (or proper) if we have k~l(8M n )•=^Ar\9M n . As we will always work with clean imbeddings, the word imbedding means in fact clean imbedding. The space of imbeddings of A into M" will be denoted by ^(A; M"). Iffe: A -> M" is an imbedding and A is a Borel subset ofM", we can define a measure fe* [io on A by fe* ^o (B) = Ho (k (B)) for each Borel subset B <= A. We will say that an imbedding k: A -> M" is biregular (with respect to ^o)' it^* Ho ^d Ho | A have the same sets of measure 0. We will denote the set of biregular imbeddings of A in M" bŷ (A; M", Ho-bireg). We will say that an imbedding k: A -» M" preserves the measure jio if the measures k* [IQ and (AQ | A are equal. We will denote the set of measure preserving imbeddings by <^ (A; M", [to) .
Suppose B is a subset of M", we define ^(A, B; M") by:
(A, B; M")={fce^(A; M^felBnA^dentity}.
Similarly, we define ^(A, B; M", j^o) ^d ^(A, B; M", ^o-bireg). (1) (po(fe)=fe,Vfee^;
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(4) (p^(fe)=fe outside some compact neighborhood Kof CinV, independent of t and k; i.e. there exists a compact set K such that:
The proof of Theorem is the same as the one given in [EK] for Theorem 5.1. See appendix B.4 for some indications.
Remark that if (p^ is given by Theorem 4.1, then k (pi (fe)~1: (pi (fe)(U) -> M" is equal to k on C and is the identity outside (pi(fe)(K), hence we can extend it by the identity to a homeomorphism of M". This gives: -k|DnU= identity;
-moreover, if U' is some given neighborhood of C, we can suppose that k is the identity outside U'.
If we apply 4.1 in the case C=U=M n , D=D'=0, we obtain: COROLLARY 4.3. -The group Jf(M",Ho-bireg) and JT^M", j^o-bireg) are locally contractible.
Since, by 3.5, jf(M", Ho) and ^(M",^) are retracts of ^(M^^o-bireg) and Jf^M", Ho-bireg), we obtain: In fact to apply 3.5, we must assume that M" is connected. But, if M" is not connected and M^, ..., Mj* are its connected components, then the group ^(M", ^o) ls locally t homeomorphic to the product Y[ Jf (M ?, Ho)-This fact legitimate the proof we have given »=i of 4.4.
We now want to prove the following Theorem:
THEOREM 4.5. -If M" is a compact connected manifold and ^e^^M"), then the inclusions ^(M", ^o) ^ ^(M") and JT 5 (M", ^o) ^ ^ (M") are weak homotopy equivalences, i.e. induce isomorphisms on all homotopy groups.
We will prove 4.5 in the case X 7 (M", ^o) c: ^ (M"). The proof of the other case is exactly the same.
We know that ^(M", ^o) c? ^(M", ^o-bireg) is a homotopy equivalence, so 4.5 follows easily from the following Lemma: 
The proof of Lemma 4.7 follows from another Lemma, which we prove first.
LEMMA 4.8. -Given any measure ^le^^M"), then there exists a homeomorphism he^(M"), as close to the identity as we want, such that h^^e^^M", po)-Proof 0/4.8. -We prove it in the case N1"=!" and ^o = = m =Lebesgue measure. The general case follows from this one, using a method similar to that given in the proof of 3.3.
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A. FATHI Let H€^(P). We can find a subdivision of I" by hyperplanes into subcubes Ci, ..., cŝ uch that ^(9ci)=Q and diam(Cf)<s. Using the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem (3.1), in each cube c^ we can find a homeomorphism fcejf^I") such that k h (J <9c,= identity, /!(cf)=c; and ^dcf==(^(c;)/w(Cf))m.
1=1
The homeomorphism ^ is s-close to the identity and h^^eJ^^M", Ho). D Proo/ o/4.7. -Let g be in ^f (M"), consider the measure p, = ^ |^o. Applying 4.8, we obtain hej^8 (M"), as close to the identity as we want, such that h^ ^ e M\ (M", ^o)-The homeomorphism hg is a as close to g as we want, and (hg)^ \IQ e^(M", Ho)» which meanŝ e^f(M", Ho-bireg). D The analogue of Theorem 4.1 is false for measure preserving imbeddings. We give an example which contradicts its Corollary 4.2. Take two small intervals in S 1 , Ii and \^ and push them one towards the other using rotations. This small push cannot be extended to a measure preserving homeomorphism of S 1 .
We give analogs of4.2 for the measure preserving case when C is a locally flat codimension 0 submanifold.
Recall that N" c M" is a locally flat codimension 0 submanifold if, for each x in N", we can find a chart U -> M^ with OeUc [R" and (p(0) For each k e ^ (U; M", | LI()) which is close enough to the inclusion i: U c= M", we can find a homeomorphism keJ^(M n , ^o) such that:
-k depends continuously on k;
-furthermore, if P and Q are closed subsets of 8M" such that Q is a neighborhood of P in SM", we can insist that k[P be the identity if k\Q is the identity.
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Proof. -Since N" is locally flat, V" = M" -N" is a locally flat submanifold of M". it is also connected being the closure of the connected set M"-]^". By 4.2, we can. for each fce^(U; M", [io) close enough to the identity, find a homeomorphism k^ of M", such that:
-feie^M", uo-bireg); -^i|N"=^|N"; -k^ depends continuously on k; -i\= identity; -if fc|UnaM" = identity, then fci | BM^ == identity; -fcJPisthe identity, if k^ | Q is the identity. Now remark that, since MMN^^M^)' a stupid substraction argument shows that v = [IQ (fei (V)) is independent of k^.
Define, for each k^, a measure ^i(fci) on V" by:
if Ac: V" is a Borel subset.
It is easily verified that ^ (fei) e M\ (V", Uo), where ^o = (1 Iv) (l^o | V") = ^ (h)' Moreover, i(^i) depends continuously on k^, and hence on k. By Theorem 3.3, for each »i(fci), we can find a homeomorphism ^e^f^V") such that k^ \JLQ= ^i(^i), moreover fe^ depends continuously on ^1(^1), and hence on k. Since k^ 13V"=identity, we can extend, by the identity, each k^ to a homeomorphism ofM", which we still call k^. 
close enough to the inclusion r.V"" and verifying [lo(^o(k) The proof of 4.10 is almost the same as the proof of 4.9. We leave it to the reader. Remark that since k preserves the measure, we have ^o C^o W)== Ho (V"~1 x [0, aQ if and only ifM^i^MV"-1 x]fc, 1]).
In fact, 4.9 and 4.10 are two particular cases of a more general Theorem, which we will now explain. We will use only the particular cases given in 4.9 and 4.10.
Suppose N" is a compact locally flat codimension 0 submanifold of the compact connected manifold M", then M"--!^" has a finite number of connected components Ci, ..., C,. Moreover, each closure C/, is a compact connected locally flat codimension 0 submanifold of M". Suppose U is an open neighborhood of N" in M" and Ho e ^g (M"). Let k be an imbedding U <= M" preserving po» A^ by 4.2, ifk is close enough to the inclusion UcM", we can find a homeomorphism fee Jfbireg^", Ho) extending k | N". We claim that the set k (C^) is independent of the particular extension of^JN^'toM", this follows easily from the Lemma:
Proof. -Let p e C/, -C\ (such a point exists because we assumed M" connected). Then, of course, peFr(N"). Since we assumed N" locally flat, we can find a neighborhood V ofp i.e. Ke^(M", ^.0) ; -^N^feiN"; -k depends continuously on k; -if k 18M" n U is the identity, so is K\ 8M". The proof of 4.12 is the same as the one given for 4.9. We conclude the section with the extension ofisotopies. Proof. -Remark that if(*) is satisfied by an extension offe, | N", it is satisfied by all. This proves the necessity of (*).
The proof of the sufficiency of (*) is the same (up to minor change) as the proof of 4.9, once we know the existence of an extension (^)^o,i] ^(^I^LIO .I] with each ^e^M", ^o-bireg). But the existence of such an extension follows from 4.1 (see [EK] , p. 79, proof of Corollary 1.2). D APPENDIX A. 4
Is ^(M^^AN ANR
We recall that a metric space X is an ANR (= absolute neighborhood retract) if it can be embedded as a closed retract of some open set in a normed space, see [BP] , chapt. 2, for definition and some properties of ANR's. The ANR's are of interest because they form a fairly large category of spaces which are "well-behaved".
If M" is a compact connected manifold with n ^ 3, it is an open question whether ^f (M") is an ANR or not. It is known in dimension two [LM] that ^ (M") is an ANR. One can ask the same question for ^f(M", p,) where n is a good measure on M". This second question can be trivially reduced to the first one, as we will see now. Proof. -We will use the results and terminology of [To] . By 4.3 and 4.7, ^^( Mn ' H) ^ a locally contractible dense subgroup of J^(M"); this implies [To] , remark 2.9, that ^f(M n )-Jf(M n , p-bireg) is locally homotopically negligible in Jf(M"). Hence, by [To] , Th. 3.1, ifjf(M") is an ANR so is ^(M", p-bireg). On the other hand Jf(M",H) is a retract of Jf(M",^-bireg), and a retract of an ANR is an ANR. D COROLLARY A. 4.2. -// M 2 is a compact 2-dimensionnal manifold and ne^^(M 2 ), then bireg(M 2 , \i) and ^f(M 2 , n) are ANR's.
APPENDIX B. 4 OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THE CERNAVSKII -EDWARDS -KIRBY THEOREM IN THE BIREGULAR CASE
We outline, with few details, the proof of the Cernavskii-Edwards-Kirby Theorem for biregular imbeddings. The proof of this Lemma is exactly the same as the proof given for Lemma 4.1 in [EK] , once we replace the immersed punctured torus argument by the furling argument explained in [EK] , § 8. We have only to remark that the furling is done via some composition with some PL (hence biregular) homeomorphisms, and that the final compression argument can be done using a PL compression.
Once, we have this Lemma, we can obtain Theorem 4.1 in the case where M" is an open set of 1R" by using a small triangulation like in pages 71-73 of [EK] . Now, if M" is without boundary and [iQeJ^g (M n 
), a simple application of the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem shows that there exists an atlas {(^, L^) | U^ open in R" (in fact a ball)} such that
hf [IQ is the Lebesgue measure (up to scaling). Using this, we can apply the usual chart by chart argument (see [EK] ) to prove Theorem 4.1 in this case. Of course this also proves Theorem 4.1 in the case where ^M"^0 but C n SM n =(j[).
It remains then to prove Theorem 4.1 in the case where C n SM" ^ 0. Here we have to change a little the argument used in [EK] . In [EK] , they apply the Theorem in the empty boundary case, to the triple 3M", C n 3M", U n cM" and then they use a small collar to extend the deformation and after that it remains to rectify the imbeddings in the interior. We cannot do that here because during this kind of deformation, we are not sure to obtain biregular imbeddings, for example if hrB^'-^B" is even a measure preserving homeomorphism, h \ 3B" might be very bad ! We get rid of this minor point by the following handle Lemma. Now, we can finish the proof in the following way. The boundary ^M n of M" has a small neighborhood homeomorphic to [0, 1] x 5M". We can apply the without-boundary case to deform the imbeddings so they become the identity on a compact neighborhood of C -[0, 1[ x 5M" and then finish to deform them to the identity by using Proposition B.4.3.
The mass flow homomorphism
Let X be a compact metric space. We recall that an isotopy of X is a continuous map i:Xx[0, 1]-> X such that each map ht:X->X, x->h(.\',t), is a homeomorphism and ho = id^. We will use the notation (h^)^^ ^ or simply (h^) for an isotopy. In fact, an isotopy is the same as a continuous path in e^f (X) starting at the identity. We will note by ^y (X) the space ofisotopies ofX. Of course, ^y (X) is endowed with the compact open topology.
We have, of course, a continuous surjective map:
where J^o(X) is the path component of idx in jf(X). We say that two isotopies (h,} and (g,) are isotopic with fixed extremities, which we note (^M^ if^i =^i and there exists a continuous map 1x1-^ Jf(X), t, si-^H^, such that Ho,s==idx» Hi^==hi==^i, H^()=/I( and H( ,i=^c The relation ^ is an equivalence relation on ^>y (X). We note the set of equivalence classes by Jfo(X). The equivalence class of(/i() will be noted by {h,} . The set ^o (X) carries a topology, namely the quotient topology obtained from the compact open topology on ^^(X).
The map j^ (X) -^ ^fo (X) induce a continuous map Jfo (X) -^ ^fo (X). Remark also that ^y(X) is a group, where the composition law is given by (^te [o.l} o (9t)telo.l} ::= (htgt)t6[o.l] -This group structure induces a group structure on Jfo(X). The two maps J^(X)-^o(X), and Jfo(X)-^Jfo(X) are group homomorphisms.
In fact, ifjf(X) is locally contractible (or even 1-semi locally connected), then jfo (X) is the universal covering space of Jfo (X). Now, if H is a measure on X, we define:
Jfo(X, H)={A|3(^)e^(X. H). h,=h}.
We can also define the equivalence relation ^ on ^e^(X, |i) in the same way as above, and define Jfo(X, n) as the set of equivalence classes. If jf(X, n) is locally contractible, then J^o(X, n) is the universal cover ofWo(X, n). We now consider the topological group T 1 = R/Z, which is isomorphic to the topological group S^ {zeC | |z| =1}.
We note by ^ (X, T 1 ) the set of continuous maps from X to T 1 ; it is an Abelian group under addition:
VxeX.
Recall that /, ge^(X, T 1 ) are called homotopic, if there exists a continuous map X x[0, 1] ^ T 1 , (x. r)h~>/,(x). such that /o=/ and /i ==^.
Homotopy is an equivalence relation. We note by [X, T 1 ] the set of homotopy classes; it is an Abelian group, its addition is induced from the one defined above on ^(X, T 1 ).
If X is some good space, for example a manifold or a polyhedron, then [X, T 1 ] is isomorphic to H 1 (X, Z) the first singular cohomology group of X. In fact, H 1 (T 1 , Z) ^ Z, and a preferred generator a 6 H 1 (T 1 , Z) is given by the natural orientation of the circle. We can define a natural map:^x
This map is a group homomorphism. If X is a polyhedron, obstruction theory shows that ax is an isomorphism ( [Sp] , chap. 8). This result is then extended to ANR's, and in 4^1^ -TOME 13 -1980 - 
where TCi (X, Xo) is the fundamental group of X with base point XQ. We will call ax the composite Px^x:
We can describe »x in the following terms: a loop I of X based at XQ can be considered as a map <:T 1 -»X with f(0)=Xo. Now, if /:X^T 1 is a continuous map, then:
, where fol'.J^X^J 1 . We will use this later.
Suppose that X is a good space and that H i (X, Z) is a finitely generated group; we note here for future reference that the map (3x tensored by R gives us an isomorphism:
In particular, if M" is a compact manifold, H i (M", R) is isomorphic to Horn ([M", T 1 ], IR).
DEFINITION OF THE MASS FLOW HOMOMORPHISM . -If H is a measure on X, we will define a group homomorphism, noted 8x,n or simply 8, and called the mass flow homomorphism:
Suppose first (fc,)e^^(X, ^0); we define a map 9(^) : ^(X, T 1 ) -> R in the following way:
If/€^(X, T^.then^c-/) : X-^T 1 is a homotopy such that flio-f=f-f=0', hence.
5gg [CV] , chap. 13, we can lift it, in a unique way, to a homotopy:
We define:
We have (f+g)h^-(f-{-g)=(jht-f)-^-(ght-g
); this equality imply the same one for the liftings, and we obtain: 9(^)(/+^)=9(^)(/)+9(/i,)te).
So 9(^)eHom(^(X, T 1 ), R). Suppose now that /e^(X, T 1 ) is homotopic to a constant map, then we can lift it to a map / : X -> R. It is easy to verify that fl l t-f=fht-f' This gives us
since h^ preserves the measure [i. This fact shows that 9(/i,) induces a homomorphism [X, T ^ ^ 1R, which we still note 9 (/^).
Up to now we have defined a map:
We verify that this map is a group homomorphism. Let (A() e ^y (X, ^), (^() e ^y (X, n) and/6^(X,T l ),wehave:
(flitgt-f)=(flit-f)gt+(fgt-n which in turn implies:
since g^ preserves ^i. Now we check that, in fact, 9 is well defined on ^o(X, n). If (h^^(gt) , let H^, be a homotopy between them. We have now a two parameters family /H^-/: X->T 1 , lifting this two parameters family to /H^~/:X-^T 1 shows easily that we have Example. -X=T",^=Haar measure. We identify Horn ([X, T 1 ], R) with HT, by taking the n projections pi : T" -> T 1 , (xi, ..., xJi-^Xi, as a basis (over Z) of[X, T 1 ]. Now, if a e tR", we can define an isotopy R^ : T" -^J n ,x\->x-^-tai. A simple calculation shows that 8(1^)= a.
The kernel of the natural map j'fo(X, ^i) -> Jfo(X, I 1 ) ls ^e set (X,^)={{^}e^fo(X,^i=id};
(X, n) q; jfo(X, n)-^o(X, H).
We define r<=Hom([X, T 1 ], R) by:
Passing to the quotient, 0 gives us a homomorphism 9: Proof. -Let (/!,) be an isotopy such that h^ = h. We will show that 9 (A() = 0. Let/be in {M", T 1 ). Remark that fli^-f^ identically 0 outside B, this implies that the lifting fht-f'.M"^^ is also identically 0 outside B,-hence 8(^)(/)= \fh^fdu. Now j '\ B : B -> J { can be lifted to a map / : B -> R, since B^B" is contractible. It is easy to see that fh,-f |B=/^r|B-7, hence we obtain 9(/i()=0. Since MB)=B and h^ is (^-preserving.
The remaining part of the Lemma is a consequence of 3.8. D
If J^Q (X,[i) is locally contractible, then the map 6 is continuous. This follows immediately from the continuity of 9 and the fact that in this case Jfo (X, p) -* ^o (X, n) is a covering map.
Remark. -The existence of the mass flow homomorphism is well known; see [Sc] for the case of a flow and [Th] for the case of volume preserving diffeomorphisms. The definition we gave is inspired by Michel Herman's definition of a rotation number for homeomorphisms ofT 1 ([He2], chap. 2).
STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP OF HOMEOMORPHISMS
73
WHY 6 is CALLED THE MASS FLOW HOMOMORPHISM ? -Let A and B be compact spaces and Ax {0, 1} -^ B be some imbedding. We define X by gluing A x [0, 1] to B using the map (p:
We can define a natural map /: X -> T 1 by:
We obtain a covering X -^ X as the pull-back by / of the covering R -> J 1 . The space X can also be defined as in the figure below:
where each B( is a copy of B.
The map / : X -»• R covering/may be defined by:
Moreover, the covering transformations of X -^ X are generated by the map T : X -> X, defined by:^^r^6 
This gives for ^-almost all x:
Using (**), it is easy to see that:
So the computations done above show that lim 1 /([/ o h^ -/] (x) exists for ^-almost every x, t-»'oo
and also that the integral of this function is fh^ ~/riH=9(^()(/). D
Study of the Kernel of 0 in the case of a compact manifold
We will suppose that M" is a compact manifold and that ^ is in ^(M"). We first consider the surjectivity of the map 9 : Jfo(M", \i) -^ Hi (M", R).
Examples. -(1) M^II^xB"" 1 where B"~1 is the Euclidian ball of dimension n-1. We suppose that | A is the product of the Haar measure dt on T 1 , by the Lebesgue measure m on B"" 1 . Remark that H^M". Z)^Z with generator [Ti x0].
Choose some continuous function (p : B"" 1 --^ R, such that (pdm==l and (pl^-^O. IfaelRdefine(^)^o.i] by:
Then ^j^B^-^id, (h^^^e^8 (M\ [i) and 9(/i?)==a[T 1 x0]. Moreover (h 9 )^d epends continuously on a. This shows that S is surjective and, in fact, has a continuous section. Remark that this section is also a group homomorphism.
4^1^ -TOME 13 -1980 -?1
where T is the orthogonal symmetry with respect to some hyperplan of R n ~1. In fact, M n is the total space of the disc bundle obtained from the non orientable (n-1)-vector bundle over T 1 , the 0 section being given by [[0, 1] 
The Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] x B"~1 gives in a natural way a measure p, on M". We can show, as in example 1, that 8 is surjective (we only have to replace the function (p by one which is T invariant). In this case also the construction shows that 9 has a continuous (group) section. Moreover, all our isotopies are the identity on 8M". Proof. -First, we assume n^3. Let p, : E, -> T 1 , i= 1, ..., q, be vector bundles and (pi : EfdM" be open imbeddings such that the images C» under the (p» of the 0 sections represent a basis ofHi (M", IR). Since n ^ 3, by a general position argument, we can assume that the Ci's are disjoint, then, by shrinking down the E,'s, we can assume that (pi (E,) n (pj (Ej) = 0, i ^j. IfD(Ef) is the disc bundle in E», then D (E() is homeomorphic to one of the two manifolds given in the examples above. We can also assume, by the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem, that the measure ^ restricted to D(E() is taken, under this homeomorphism, to a scalar multiple of the measure defined in these examples. Using the examples, we find for each i, i = 1, ..., q, and each a e R an isotopy (h 1^ "^g^o. i] suc^ that:
-ai-^/^") is a continuous group homomorphism.
We define the section S : H i (M,R) -> Jfo (M", n) by:
The map S is clearly a continuous section of 8. Moreover, it is a group homomorphism since h\^ commutes with h{'^, their supports being disjoint.
We leave the case n=2 to the reader. We loose the group homomorphism property because we cannot assume the Ci's disjoint; by general position, all we obtain is that C\-and Cj intersects transversally in a finite number of points. D ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L^COLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE 80 A. FATHI Remark that the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1: "There is a basis of Hi(M", R) represented by imbedded curves having tubular neighborhood" is satisfied if M" is differentiable [Hr] or PL [Hu] . It is also satisfied if n=^4 since this is a consequence of the stable homeomorphism Theorem, which is known in dimension =^4 [K] .
As a Corollary, we obtain: COROLLARY 6.2. -Under the same hypothesis as 5.1, there exists a homeomorphism:
In particular, Ker9 is connected and locally contractible. Now, we show that p : Ker@->Ker9 is a covering. Suppose S is a local section of p : JfQ^M", ^O^^foCM/ 1 , n). This section is defined on some open set ^^Id^n, S : U-^jfotM", ^i), poS=id^ and S(idM")= {id^-} the constant isotopy on M". We have of course 9 [S (ftl n Ker 9)] <= r. Since F is discrete and S and S are continuous, if ^ is small enough then 8 S (^ n Ker 9) = {0}. This implies that S (^ n Ker 9) c Ker 9. Hence p ' . Ker 8 -> Ker9 has a local section, which implies that it is a covering. Using this fact and 6.2, it follows that ker9 is connected and locally contractible. D
We now explain what is a handle decomposition of a manifold.
First, a n-dimensional handle is simply a space homeomorphic to a product B^ xB"^, where B k and B"^ are the Euclidian balls of dimension k and n-k. The number k is called the index of the handle. If N" be a manifold and (p a locally flat ( 1 ) imbedding (p : BB^xB^-^N", we can form the topological space M^IsTu^B^ xB^). This space is obtained from the disjoint union N" ]J (B k x B""^) by identifying x with (p (x) for each x in (^ x B""^ In fact, M" is a manifold whose boundary is
( 1 ) Locally flat, in this case means that (p extends to an (open) imbedding of5B*x (neighborhood ofB""' 1^ IR""*) into W.
We say that M" is obtained from N" by adding an yi-handle of index k. Remark that I^uB^Oisa retract by deformation of M".
We will say that a manifold M" has a handle decomposition if M" can be obtained from a ball B" by adding n-handles. Each differentiable or PL manifold has a handle decomposition ( [Mi] , [Ru] ). If M" is a topological manifold, the same is true ifn^3 (because each manifold of dimension ^3 can be given a PL structure, see [Mo] ); ifn^6, then M" has also a handle decomposition [KS] . Proof. -We will use the fact that Hi (M, R) has a basis represented by curves having tubular neighborhood, only to apply 6.3 and obtain that Ker 9 is connected. Since Ker 9 is connected, it is generated, as a group, by any neighborhood ofid^". Hence, we can assume that h is close to the identity.
We will prove 6.4 by induction on the number of handles in a handle decomposition of M". We have to prove then the following thing:
If M^T^uB^B"-^, with N n nB k xB nk ==aN n nB k xB nk =aB fc xB nk and if 6.4 is true for N", then it is true for M". We will denote by B^ some concentric ball contained in 6^, for example:
B^LeR" ^^^^^{xe^l ||x||^l}.
Remark that N^M"-^!^ x B""^ is homeomorphic to N". We can assume by 2. Lebesgue measure on B^ xB^cff^ xffr-^R". Since 8^noC:8M n u8B k o xB""^, we have H(3N5)=0, hence HO=(I/H(NS))H|NS€^(NS). We will show that if h is in Kere^, where 9^ : ^(M", H)^Hi(M", IR)/!^, and is close to id^n, then it can be written in Jfo(M", n) as a composition /i=/^ with support (/^B^ xB^^B", support (^)c:NS, and G^INS)^ where 9^ : ^o(NS, HO^H^NS, R)/r ". Since N 5 is homeomorphic to the manifold N", for which 6.4 is true, this will finish the proof.
We distinguish four cases depending on k the index of the handle.
A. FATHI
Since ^(I^w) is (by definition!) connected, we can assume h close to the identity. Since
is connected we can apply 4.9 and obtain for each /ie^fo(I"» m}, close to the identity, a homeomorphism h^ of I n preserving the measure such that support We restate the results obtained above. Let V" be a non compact connected manifold and let (A be a Radon measure (finite on every compact set) which is strictly positive on each open set. We denote by Jfo (V", n) the group of homeomorphisms h, such that h preserves (A, has compact support and moreover is isotopic to the identity by a ^-preserving isotopy having compact support. We will denote by ^y c (V", \i) the set of isotopies which have compact support and preserve (A. We have a natural surjective map J^CV", n) -^ Jf^V", ^i), (Ue[o, n -> ^r The space ^^(V", n) has a group structure defined by: (h^) (gi) = (^ ^). Of course, p is a group homomorphism. We will suppose that each compact set K <= V" is contained in some compact codimension zero locally flat submanifold of V". This condition is realized, for example, if V" is differentiable, or PL, or have a handle decomposition.
We now define a homomorphism: Qyn ^ : ^o(\", ^-^H^V", IR). We first define: 8v-., :
If(^)(6p), i] e^^^V", n), we choose a compact submanifold N^cV" which contains the support of hf and we define 8v"^(^() as the image of 8N",^|N••(^|N n ) under the map H i (N"; R) ^ H i (V", R) induced by the inclusion N"0: V". The fact that 8y", ^ (h,) is well defined (i. e. independent from the choice ofN") is an easy consequence of the naturality of the definition of 8isi", ^. It is easy to check that 8y", n is a group homomorphism. Proof. -Let N" be a compact submanifold containing the support of (^)(e[o,i]-8y hypothesis, the image of 9^", p|N" (^t | Nn ) m H i (V, R) is 0. This implies that there exists a compact set K => N" such that the image of 8^", dN" (^i \ N") in H i (K, R) is 0. We can then take for M", any compact submanifold containing K. D
We will suppose now that 5V"=0 and each compact set of V" is contained in a compact submanifold which verifies the hypothesis of Theorem A. 6.2. Using what was said above and Theorem A. 6.2, it is easy to prove the following Theorem: THEOREM A. 6.5. -Under the hypothesis above on V", the map 6 : Jfo (V", \i) -> H i (V", R) is surjective. The kernel of 6 is generated by its elements having support in n-balls. Moreover, given any open covering W o/V", any element h e Ker 9, can be written as a composition ofW'small elements of J^o^V", ft).
The algebraic structure of the kernel of 6
in the case of a manifold
We will suppose in this section that M" is a compact connected manifold without boundary and that ft is a good measure on M", i.e. ^e^^M").
The following Lemma is proved essentially in [OUJ, p. 895.
LEMMA 7.1. -Given any two points x, yeM", there exists he^o (M", [i) such that h(x)=y; moreover we can assume that h is a composition of (^-preserving) homeomorphisms supported by (topological) n-balls. In particular, Ker 6 operates transitively on the points ofM\ Sketch of proof. -First prove that given two points x, y in 1" there is a Lebesgue measure preserving homeomorphism h of I" such that h(x)=y and h 131"= id. Then extend this result to M" using its connectedness and the fact that its boundary is empty. D We will use the well known fact that in I" we can find a locally flat arc with positive measure. We prove this fact now. The measure n is good, moreover n(3I")=0 and ^[^([0, l]x0)]==l/4. By the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem, we can find a homeomorphism h of I" verifying h^\i==m. The imbedding (p==fc\|/ has the desired properties. D In the next Lemma, we will have to assume that the dimension is ^ 3. This will put the same dimensional restriction on our final result. Proof. -Let a be the arc given in 7.2. Since n ^ 3, the set I" -(a u h (a)) is connected; we can, by 2.3', find a locally flat n-ball Bcp-(oc u fc(a)) such that w(B)> 1/4, m(3B)=0 and Bn5P==aBn(3P is a (n-l)-ball locally flat in SB and 81". By the generalized Schoenflies Theorem (see section 3 before 3.7), B i = P -Bisa locally flat n-ball in I", such that BI n3P=3Bi n5P is a (n-l)-ball locally flat in 5Bi and 81". By construction, au/i(a) is contained in Int(Bi). Let B' be a locally flat n-ball in I" such that ac:B', B' u ^(B^dntBi, m^B^O and B' n 81 n =8B f n 31" is locally flat in 3B' and 8V, we can take (for example) for B' the image under (p (see 7.2)of[0, 1 + e] x (small neighborhood ofO in B"~1). Using the generalized Schoenflies Theorem, we can construct a homeomorphism h i ofBi such that h 118 Bi= identity and h i IB^AJB'. Applying 3.7, we see that we can add that h i preserves m. We extend h i by the identity to I". We define h^ = h f 1 h, the support of h^ is contained in B2=I"-B', we have m(B2)<3/4 since B' contains the arc a. D
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L^COLE NORMALE SUPteEURE
A. FATHI
Remark. -In the above situation, if U is a neighborhood of I" in R", for i= 1, 2, we can find a homeomorphism with support in U and sending B; on I". This is a consequence of the generalized Schoenflies Theorem, since B» is a locally flat n-ball in I" such that BfU 8V ==8^,1^81" is a (n-l)-ball locally Hat in 3B, and 81".
Construction. -We can find two sequences ofn-balls (C,.),^i, (D,),^i contained in 1" and such that:
-the Cf's are all disjoint; -Di intersects only Df_i and Df+i.in particular the D2i's the disjoint and the D^+ i's are disjoint; -CfUCf+i is contained in 6, , hence DfnC^=0 ifj^i, i+l; -the Df's and the C,'s converge to some point p in I", this means that each neighborhood of p contains all but a finite number of the Ci's and the D^'s; -m(BDf)=w(aC,)=0,andm(Cf+i)==(3/4)m(Cf).
With this notations, we now prove: By definition, here and in the following, [5, t] =sts~11~1.
